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Abstract--We present a theoretical study of a creeping, steady-state, isothermal f ow of a vis- 
coelastic fluid obeying an Oldroyd-type constitutive law with slip boundary condition. The slip 
boundary condition is appropriate for problems that involve free boundaries and other examples 
where the usual no-slip condition u = 0 is not valid, such as fiber spinning and microfluidics. 
First, we study the Newtonian problem with slip boundary condition where the viscoelastic stress 
is added into the list of unknowns. In addition, the normal viscoelastic stress component associated 
with the slip boundary condition is introduced. In order to balance its effects, a second inf-sup 
condition is proven. 
To treat the discrete case, we assume that the continuous solution of the non-Newtonian problem 
exists and is small and smooth. Approximating the extra stress, velocity, pressure, and normal vis- 
coelastic stress component via Pl discontinuous, T'2 continuous, ~1 continuous, and "Po discontinuous 
elements, respectively, ields a stable finite-element scheme. Finally, via a fixed point argument, we 
establish the existence of an approximate solution and derive error estimates. Published by Elsevier 
Ltd. 
Keywords - -F in i te  elements, Viscoelastic fluid, Slip boundary condition, Discontinuous Galerkin, 
Brouwer's fixed point theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The steady-state creeping flow of an incompressible viscoelastic fluid obeying an Oldroyd-type 
constitutive quation with slip boundary condition can be obtained by solving the following 
problem. 
PROBLEM (O). Find (o',u,p), such that 
~r + A(u .  V)¢r + Aga((r, Vu)  - 2~:D(u) = 0, /n ~,  
-V .a  - 2(1 - a )V ' / ) (u )  + Vp = f, in 12, 
V .  u = 0, in ~,  
(1.1a) 
(1.1b) 
(1.1c) 
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u.  n ~ 0, on  F, (1 .1d)  
n • O'tot • t : 0, on  F, (1 .1e)  
where (r is the viscoelastic part of the total stress tensor 
= + 2(1  - -p I ,  
u is the fluid velocity, p the pressure, and A the relaxation time of the viscoelastic fluid. Here, 
Z)(v)i,j := ~ \ Oxj + Ox~ J ' 1 <_ i , j  < d, (1.2) 
denotes the deformation tensor associated with the velocity field v, and a is the retardation 
parameter 
% 
OC ~ 
~/8 + ~?p' 
which takes the role of a splitting constant, the importance of which becomes apparent in the 
next section. The parameters ~8, ~v above are the solvent and polymer viscosities, respectively. 
The domain fl is an open, simply-connected, bounded domain in R 2 with boundary of class fin, 
n -~ (nl, n2) is the exterior unit normal and t the corresponding tangent vector. In the sequel, 
we also study the case when ~ is polygonal Here 
a 1 + a (Vuer + erVu T) 
is the nonmaterial derivative part of the objective (frame invariant) time or Oldroyd derivative 
dependent on a ( -1 < a < 1). Also, as noted by the "~ " symbol, the condition u . n = 0 wi11 be 
imposed weakly implying a zero mean flow through the boundary or zero mean roughness of the 
boundary. 
The no-slip boundary condition is correctly used in most applications where the boundary 
of the flow is a solid. However, in applications where part of the flow boundary is air, the 
slip boundary condition is the appropriate model. The slip boundary condition (1.1e) implies 
that the total shear stress is zero. In most free boundary flows, this assumption is appropri- 
ate. However, if the speed of the fluid is very high, which can occur in melt spinning, one 
must account for the friction between the air and the "skin" of the fluid; in this case equa- 
tion (1.1e) needs to be modified to include the air drag in case the draw velocity of the fiber 
is high. In addition to fiber spinning, other applications where the slip boundary condition is 
appropriate is in the area of microfiuidics where the "no-slip boundary condition may not be 
suitable for hydrophilic flows over hydrophobic boundaries at the micro- and nano-scaie" (from 
http ://~n~w. engineering, ucsb. edu/-microf lu/research/surface, html). 
The mathematical formulation of the slip boundary condition in Newtonian fluid flow has been 
examined extensively by Verfiirth [1-3], who has used the Newtonian analog of equation (1.1e). 
Because of its importance in free boundary flows, the slip boundary condition has attracted much 
attention by the non-Newtonian fluid dynamics community. Such works, among many others, 
are of Joo et al. [4] and of Joshi and Denn [5]. Specifically, Joo et al. [4, equation (30), p. 45] 
account for friction between air and the surface of the fluid by using equation (1.1e) modified 
appropriately as mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 
There are two major issues in dealing with Problem (O). The first is the coupling of the 
nonlinear term (u- V)(r in the constitutive quation (1.1a) and the incompressibility condition 
V- u ---- 0 which has been documented by Keunings [6]. One way to deal with this problem is to 
consider the corresponding time-dependent problem and use operator splitting methods uch as 
Peaceman-Rachford type or the 0 methods of time discretization [7-9] (see [10] for the Newtonian 
case), to decouple the effects associated with the nonlinearity and incompressibility, respectively. 
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The second difficulty associated with Problem (O) is its solvability when )~ = 0. If one cannot 
solve the problem in its simplest form, then solving the problem in its complex form is hope- 
less. The notion is similar to studying Burgers' equation in" order to gain understanding of high 
Reynolds number flow for Newtonian fluids. Problem (O) with ~ -- 0 is sometimes referred to as 
the Stokes-Oldroyd problem and is as follows. 
PROBLEM (SO). Find (tr, u,p), such that 
tr - 2aD(u) = 0, on f~, (1.3a) 
-V .  a - 2(1 - a)V-79(u) + Vp = f, in f~, (1.3b) 
V . u = O, on f~, (1.3c) 
u. n ~ 0, on F, (1.3d) 
n.  O'to t " t = 0, on F. (1.3e) 
Existence and uniqueness ofcontinuous solutions of Problem (SO) will be the topic of Section 2. 
There, we consider the cases a C (0, 1) and a = 1. For the former, we show the existence of a 
unique solution for each a without he use of an inf-sup condition relating tr and u. We do however 
have to balance the effects of the constraint on the normal total stress component associated with 
the slip boundary condition which is reflected by a "second" inf-sup condition (cf. (2.11)). For 
the latter case, the problem becomes mixed which implies that an infosup condition relating tr 
and u is needed in addition to the aforementioned "second" inf-sup condition. 
In Section 3, we consider the finite-element approximation of Problem (O) with discontinuous 
constraints. We only consider the case 0 < a < 1. Upwinding, needed when the advection term 
of the constitutive quation becomes dominant, is achieved by discontinuous finite elements. 
Specifically, the stress and the normal total stress component are approximated via 7)1 and 7)0 
discontinuous elements, respectively, while the velocity and pressure via continuous 7)2 and 791 
elements, respectively. 
Finally, in Section 4, we assume that the continuous problem possesses a "small and smooth" 
solution and exhibit he existence of an approximate solution using a fixed point method. Specif- 
ically, following Baranger and Sandri [11], we show that all requirements ofBrouwer's fixed point 
theorem are satisfied. In addition, we show that, under the same assumptions, the fixed point 
method has linear convergence. 
2. CONTINUOUS PROBLEM 
In the sequel, we denote by Hk(fl) the usual Wk,2(fl) Sobolev space with norm 
Ilwll~,~ = IDJ-wil 2 dx , k e N. 
i=1  I --  
By I. Ik,n we denote the induced seminorm, and by L2(f~) the space W°'Z(f~). The dual space 
of Hk(f~) is H-~(fl) with (. ,.)a being the duality pairing. This is an abuse of notation 
since H-k(f~) usually denotes the dual of Hok(f~). The space H~(f~) consists of all functions 
in HI(O) that vanish on the boundary. 
The spaces Hk-1 /z (F )  consist of the traces of all functions in Hk(fl). Analogously, we denote 
by H-(k-1/2)(F) the dual space of Hk-1/2(F) with (., .)r being the duality pairing. 
In the case when f~ is polygonal, with say s sides, the natural norm of the normal component 
of a function u E (HI(~)) 2 on I ~ is 
(~  ~ 1/2 
i flu. -Ik Nu. n 2 ' 11/2,r', I ' (2.1) 
i=l j 
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where F = US__l r i and ni is the outward unit normal on each piece Fi. Assuming ~ is polygonal 
and u E Hi(f l )  implies u .  n E H-~/2(r) and not in H~/2(r) [i2, Remark 1.1, p. 9], which will be 
desired. In addition, denote by [[. ][~ the dual norm of []. ]It defined in the usual way. 
We set 
T = {v = (vii) [vii = ~'ji, vii E L2(ft), i , j  = 1,2}, 
X = (Hl(ft)) 2 , 
Q = L0~(~), 
Z = H- i /2(F) .  
In the case when ~t is polygonal, 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
(2.2c) 
(2.2d) 
z = ~ H-1/2(rA; (2.2e) 
j= l  
see [12, Remark 1.1, p. 9]. Note that by C, or any variations thereof, we refer to any constant 
which may or may not be the same in two different places. 
The weak formulation of Problem (SO) is as follows. 
PROBLEM (SO);.  Seek (tr, u,p) E T x X x Q with u .  n ~ O, such that 
(~,¢)a -2~(v(u),v)~ = o, (2.3a) 
(a , / ) (v ) )a  + 2(1 - a ) (D(u) , /? (v ) )~ - (p, div v)n 
-/{n. [a + 2(I - a):D(u) - pI ] .  n}{v .  n} ds = (f, v)a,  
J r  
(2.3b) 
(div u, q)a = 0, (2.3c) 
for all (v, v, q) E T x X x Q. For the case when f~ is polygonal, the last term on the left-hand 
side of the momentum equation is substituted by 
Let 
or for polygonal domains 
j {ni. [a + 2(i -a)D(u)-pI l"  nA{v' nj}ds. 
j= l  Fi 
p~ = n .  [~r + 2(1 - a):D(u) - p I ] .  n, 
P, lrj = nj-[a~ + 2(1 - c~):D(u) - pI] • nj. 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
REMARK. The introduction of the unknown p facilitates the analysis; in addition, it provides 
valuable physical information, namely values of the non-Newtonian analog of the pressure drag. | 
Now, Problem (SO); can be rewritten as follows. 
PROBLEM (SO)".  Seek (cr,u,p,p~) 6 T x X x Q x Z, such that 
<~, ~>~ - 2~<~(u), ~)~ + 2~<~, ~(v)>~ 
+45(1 - a)(:D(u), ~D(v))~ - 2a[(p, div v )a  + (pa, v .  n)r] = 2c~(f, v)~, 
(2.5) 
(div u, q)~ = 0, 
(#,u -  n) r  = 0, 
for all ( r , v, q, #) E T x X x Q x Z. 
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CASE I. 0<C~< 1. 
Following Baranger and Sandri [11], we see that equation (2.5) can be written as 
A,~((a, u), 0", v)) + B,(v;p,  p~) -- 2~(f, v)n, 
Ba(u; q, p) -~ 0, (2.6) 
for any (r, v, q, p) C T × X × Q × Z where 
A, ((or, u), (T, v)) = ((r, l">fl - 2a(D(u), T>a 
+ 2a(~, ~(v))~ + 4~(1 - ~)(~(u), ~(v))~, (2.7) 
B~ (u; p, p~) = -2a(p, div u)n - 2a(p~, u.  n)r. (2.8) 
We will make use of the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. There exists a constant t3' > O, such that 
-(p, div u)n - (#, u" n>r 
inf sup >/~'. (2.9) 
o~..ez Ilulii,~ ll.ll2_ll2,r} ~1" 
PROOF. See proof of Lemma 3.1 in [2, p. 702]. | 
When ~ is polygonal, the second term of the numerator of (2.9) is replaced by 
$ 
j--1 
In addition, the norm [[.H-1/2,r is replaced by IH[~. In this case, the proof is very similar to the 
proof of Lemma 3.1 in [2, p. 702]. 
The following corollary follows easily from Proposition 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The space 
142 := {v E X IB , (v ;q ,#) - -  0, Y(q,#) E Q x Z} (2.10) 
is not empty. In addition, there ex/sts a constant ~ > O, such that 
B~(u;p,#) 
inf sup 2 ~1/2 >- fl' (2.11) 
O#pEQ 0~£uEX { 
o¢,~z I1"11~,~ IIpllo~,~ + I1~11-1/.,,~.) 
for all O < a < l. 
Corollary 2.1 guarantees that (2.6) is equivalent to 
A~((a, u), (r, v)) = 2a(f, v)a, (2.12) 
for all v E )A; and ~- E T. By the abstract elliptic theory developed in[14], problem (2.12) has a 
unique solution if Aa((., .), (., .)) is continuous and coercive. 
Clearly, Aa((., .), (., .)) is continuous ince an easy calculation shows that 
A. ((a, u), (T, v)) < c(a)ll(~, u)ll(T×X)fl(~, v)llc~×x), 
where C(a) is a constant dependent upon a, and 
I I (~,-) l lcr×x) = II~ll0~,~ + I1~(-)110~,~. 
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Coercivity follows from 
A~((~r, u), (a, u)) = llcr N2,n + 43(1 - ~)ll~)(u)ll0:,n 
>_ rain{l, 4~(1 - ~)}I1(~, u)II~T× x). 
Thus, we conclude that there exists unique (~r, u) C T x X that satisfy (2.12) and by the inf-sup 
condition, unique (or, u,p,p~) e T x X x Q x Z that satisfy (2.6). 
CASE II. c~ = 1. 
Following Fortin and Pierre [15], we see that Problem (SO)" becomes 
(~, ~)a - 2(~(~), ~>a = 0, 
(~r,D(v)}fl - (p, divv}a - (pl,v" n)r = (f,v)a, (2.13) 
(div u, q}a + (/z, u .  n)r = 0, 
with Pt := n- (a -p I )  .n, and for all (%v,q,#) E T x X x Q x Z. Define 
1 
a((o',p, Pl), (% q,/~)) = ~<o', "r}a, (2.14) 
b((~, p, Pl), v) : (a - pI, D(v))a - <Pl, v .  n)r. 
Then problem (2.13) can be written as 
a((o',p, p j ,  (v ,q,#))  - b((% q,/z),u) = 0, 
(2.15) 
b((a,p, p j ,v )  = (f,v)a, 
for all (r, v, q, #) ~ T x X x Q x Z. Let 13 : T x Q x Z -* X ' ,  where X' denotes the dual of X, 
be the operator defined by the bilinear form b((.,., .), .), i.e., 
(B(o', p, p), v) = b((er, p, p), v). (2.16) 
As usual, we define the space 
KerB = {(er, p,p) I -V .  ~ + Vp = 0 and n.  (e r -p I ) .  t : 0}, (2.17) 
and we show continuity and coercivity of the form a((., .), (., .)) on it. Using the inf-sup condi- 
tion (2.9) and Korn's second inequality (see [16]) yields 
2 .~1/2 ( o  
Zllvll~,a .'~ llpllS,~ + llp~ll-~/~,,~j' < -2(p, divv}a - -  2(pl,v' n>r = (a,:D(v)>a 
or 
Korn's second inequality 
II~[Io,allV(v)llo,n 
II~llo,allVlll,~, 
(2.1s) 
1 [ [D(u)12d x > ~li!ull~,a - ~0Hullg,a, Vu e Hi(a)% (2.20) 
L 
is proved in [16] for domains with Lipschitz boundary and for polygonal domains in 2-d. Thus, 
a((o',p),,,ty, p j )=  Iltrllo2,a> Iltrll2,a+~-O Ilpllo~,a+lblll_l/2,r (2.21) 
>_ CIl(~,p, pl) = II(T×Q×Z). 
The inf-sup condition ow follows from Korn's second inequality 
b((o', p, p), v) b((o', O, 0), v) 
sup > sup 
o#(,,',v,p)erxQxZ II(er,P,P)ll(rxQxZ) -- 0¢~eT Ncr[10,n (2.22) 
b((D(v), 0, 0), v) 
>- IfV(v)llo,a -- tl~(v)ll°2'a >-CIIvlI~'a 
Thus, Problem (SO)' has a unique solution for all a C (0, 1]. 
2 )1 /2  
~.lbllg,a+llp~ll-1/2,rj ~ <_ oll~llo,a. (2.19) 
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3. F IN ITE-ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 
Assume that ~ C R 2 is a polygonal domain which is subdivided into triangles, K, with sides of 
length less than h and with T h being the corresponding family of partitions. We assume that ~r'h 
satisfies the usual regularity assumptions ( ee, e.g., [17]). 
For each i, denote by O h the partition of Fi which is induced by T h. Let iPk, k > 0, be the 
set of all polynomials in Xl, x2 of degree less than or equal to k and set 
S~ := {¢: ~-~ ~I¢ IK  • ~k, VK • Th}. (3.1) 
Note here that the subscript of 8 h indicates the degree of the approximating polynomials. The 
discrete analogs of the spaces X and Q for h are 
(H'(f~)) 2 D X"  = {$h n C O (a )}  2 , (3.2) 
Q~ = s~ n L~(n). (s.3) 
Also let 
The spaces Xho, X h, 
pp. 98-99]). 
I. There is a constant fl > 0 independent of h for which 
II. 
x~' = {~ • x ~ I u ~ : o on, r} .  (3.4) 
and Qh satisfy the following properties (see [17, Chapters 2,3; 12, 
inf sup (ph, div uh)~ 
o#~q~ o#.~eXo ~ Ilp"llo,~ Iluhlli,n >- ~" 
int Iip- p I10,~ < Chllpllx,n, Vp • H1(~2). pU6Qh 
III. There exists a continuous linear operator II n : (HI(~)) 2 --* X h for which 
(3.5a) 
(3.5b) 
n ~ (H~(a) d) c Xo ~, 
I lu -  uhulG -< Ch'-SlMl,,~, Vu • (Ht ( f~) )  2 , 
I lu- nhullo,~ _< Chi/211ull,,~. 
s=0,1 ,  t= l ,2 ,  
(3.5e) 
(3.5d) 
(3.5e) 
Assumption I is the discrete version of the inf-sup condition for the no-slip Stokes problem. 
The h-independence is necessary for stability of the pressure uniformly in h and optimal error 
estimates. For other examples of finite-element spaces atisfying Assumptions I-III, the reader 
may look in the Appendix of Verfiirth [1]. 
In the theory of Babu~ka nd Brezzi (see [18,19]), the influence of the constraints div u = 0 
and u • n ~ 0 must be balanced by the velocity space. Assumption I does this for div u = 0. 
The constraint u • n ~ 0 leads to a second inf-sup condition which must be satisfied by the 
finite-element spaces (cf. Lemma 3.1). 
The viscoelastic stress, er, and the "normal total stress component", p~, will be approximated 
by discontinuous finite elements 
T h := {~" e T IrK E (Pl) 4, VK • Th},  (3.6a) 
Verfiirth [3] has shown that this choice of velocity, pressure, and Lagrange multiplier spaces 
satisfies the discrete inf-sup condition. In this report, we validate the discrete inf-sup condition 
using different echniques. The following result is central to our analysis. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that we are given spaces X and Q and Z. Let I.[c~ be a seminorm 
on Q, ].lz be a seminorm on Z, and I].llx be a norm on X.  Suppose that 
b (v, q~, ph) h 2 ~ 1/2 ph 
sup >f~e(Iqh]~, + P z) , Vqh~Q, ~Z, (3.7) 
,,~x Ibdlx - 
and assume that there exists a family of uniformly continuous operators 1-I h : X --4 X satisfying 
b (nh V -- v , qh, ph ) = o, V qh E Q, ph e Z, 
IlnhVllx _< c IlVllx, (3.8) 
with c independent of h. Then we have 
b(vh, qh, p h) ~Q (iqhi~ + h2 s.p > -  I. l  ,zj ' /2 ,,,,~x,, Ilvhllx - C , Vq u e Q, ph E Z. (3.9) 
PROOF. The seminorms taken are I.Io = II.llQ/kerBT and I.Iz = ll.llz/kerBT, where B T is the 
transpose of the linear operator B corresponding to the trilinear form b(. ;., .). The proof is 
similar to the proof of Proposition 2.8 in [20, Section II.2, p. 58]. I 
Proposition 3.1 implies that if the continuous inf-sup holds, and if we can demonstrate he 
existence of the operator Hh, then the discrete inf-sup condition holds. 
LEMMA 3.1. There is a constant 3' > O, independent of h, such that 
-2a  £ (ph, uh . nj)r j  
j= l  
inf sup > % (3.10) 
for all 0 < a < 1. 
PROOF. In Proposition 3.1, let qh = 0 which yields the continuous version of (3.10). Let Hh be 
defined as follows: 
IIhv = I I l v  + H2(v - Hlv), (3.11) 
where the operators rI1 and II2 satisfy 
Iln,vll~,a < CIIvll~,a, Vv e H~(a), 
I ln=(Z- rh)vll, ,a < c Ilvll,,a, Vv e Hi(F/) ,  (3.12) 
rPh(H2 v -v ) .nds=0,  VvEHI(gt),  phEZ h. 
The operator II1 is the Cldment operator in H 1 (g~) satisfying 
E hK jV _ 2 n~vh,K _< o llvll~,a, (3.13) 
K 
and therefore, via the triangle inequality, the first condition of (3.12). Define for every K E T h 
and every v E (HI(~)) 2, II2vlK by the conditions 
lI2vlK e (P2(K)) 2, 
(3.14) 
f (II2v - v) ds = 0, V e = edge of K. 
We see that summing over all edges on the boundary 
.~(H2v - v ) '  nds = 0 ~ .£  ph(H2v - v ) - r ids  = 0, (3.15) 
since oh is constant. In addition, by a scaling argument, 
lII2vlK _< c(h~ 1 Ivl0,K + IVll,g). (3.16) 
Now by Proposition 4.1 in [20, p. 221, Section VIA], we see that the discrete inf-sup condition 
for the normal stress holds, l 
With (3.10) proven, the proof of the following proposition resembles the one given in [2, Propo- 
sition 4.3, pp. 707-708]. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. There is a constant 3' > O, independent of h, such that 
j=l 
inf sup > 13" (3.17) 
O#PhEYh 0~vaEXh []vh[]l, ~ {][ph][02 ~ -'b ( [ ]ph[[~)2} 1/2 -- " 
O~k ph EZ h 
Following Baranger and Sandri [11], and for any element K • T h we introduce 
0K-(u)  := {x • OK I u(x). nK(x) < 0}, (3.18a) 
~'~:(u)(x) := lira "r(x + eu(x)). (3.18b) 
e...+0:i: 
Also, for all functions in ]-IKe~-,,[HI(K)] N~ we define 
(o','r)h := E (er,'r)g, (3.19a) 
K E,'I-h 
(q±,r±}h, ,  := ~ (a±(u) :  r±(U), lu.nKl)OK_(u) , (3.19b) 
KET u 
and 
[~± ~r ±\I/2 (3.19c) @±l>h,.:  = ,  , ,h,~. 
Finally, we let 
~( . ,~ , r )  := ((u. w) ,  ~)h + ½((v • . )~, .>a + (~+ - ~- ,~+)h, . ,  (3.20) 
which, except for the underlined term, is the form obtained by the theory introduced by Lesaint 
and Raviart [21] (see also [22, pp. 50-55]). As mentioned in [23], the underlined term vanishes 
when V. u = 0 and "is not necessary for convergence of the method, but it simplifies the proof 
of convergence". 
Now the weak form of the discrete problem is as follows. 
PROBLEM (oh). Seek (ah, uh,p h) E T h × X h × Qh with u h . njIr j ~ 0, Yj, such that 
-2 .<v(uh) ,~% = o, 
<~",~ (v ~) >~ + 2(1 - ~) (9  (u ~ ) ,v  (v~)>~ 
(3.21) 8 
h h = (f, vh}a, -<p~,V ' "%-E<p~,v  '"~>r~ 
j= l  
(v . .h ,  qh)a = o, 
for a11 (r  h, v h, qh) • T h x X h x Qh and 
p~l~ := n~. [~ + 2(1 - . )~  (u ~) - ;"I] • nj. 
Define the space 
V h := {v h e XhIB~ (v~;qh, ;  h) = 0, v (qh, ph) • qh × Zh}. 
Since the spaces X h, Qh, and Z k satisfy the discrete inf-sup condition (3.17), Problem (O h) is 
equivalent to the following. 
PROBLEM (oh) '. Seek (er h, u h) • T h x V h, such that 
Ao ( (~,  u ~), (¢' ,  v ~)) + ~B (u h, ,,.h, v~) 
for a/I ( r  h, v h) • T h × V h. 
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4. ERROR BOUNDS 
The following theorem establishes existence of solutions of Problem (O h ) as well as convergence 
estimates. 
THEOREM 4.1. For 0 < a < 1, there exist Co and ho, such that if Problem (0) admits a solution 
(o-, u,p, p.) e (H2(a)) 4 x (H3(a)) 2 × (H2(a) n L](a)) x 1-I~=~/~/2(D) satisfying 
max {11o-112,a, IluII3,fl, []Pll2,a, IIp~lla/2,r} < Co, (4.1) 
then for all h < ho, Problem (O h) admits a solution (o "h, uh,p h, ph) E T h x X h X Qh × Z h and 
there exists a constant C, independent of h, such that 
IIo-- o-%0,~ + I Iv(u/-  ~ (uh) I10,~ -< ch, (42a/ 
I Ip-p IIo,~ + (110~- p~il~) <_ Ch. (4.2b) 
PROOF. Consider Problem (oh) , and define the operator 4) : T h x V h --* T h x V h with the 
property that the image, (o-h uh), of (o-h u~) E T h × V h satisfies 
, (.~,o-~,~h) (4.~) 
= -~ (go (o-~, v .~) ,  ~% + 2~ (f,, ,~)~, 
for all (r h, v h) e T h x V h. 
The reader may quickly note that the fixed point of 4) is a solution of Problem (oh)q Therefore, 
satisfying the requirements of Brouwer's fixed point theorem will yield the existence of at least 
one solution of Problem (oh) ' and therefore of Problem (Oh). To this end, we have to show the 
following: 
(i) 4) is well defined and bounded on bounded sets; 
(ii) 4) is continuous on T h x vh; and 
(iii) there exists a ball Dh in T h x V h, which is the intersection of a ball in T x V, centered 
about (o-, u), the solution of problem (2.6), and the hyperplane T h x V h, and such that Dh 
is nonempty and ¢(Dh) C Dh for h and IIo-[[2,~, [[u[[3,~t, HP[12,fI, and ][Pa[[3/2,r sufficiently 
small. 
The proof of Items (i) and (ii) is similar to the proof given in [11, pp. 19-21]. 
Item (iii): Given C*, define the ball 
:~  T h __ oh {(~hvh)~h×Vhlllo-_ iio,.<_c.h, llv(.)_v(vh)lio,o<c*h} 
By standard approximation results we have that for (u,p) E (H3(fl)) 2 × H2(fl) 
I1"- ahlll,~ < Ch~llul13,~, (4.4) 
!!p - ~h IIo,~ <- oh2 IIPII2,~, (4.5) 
where fih and/5 h are the orthogonal projections of u and p on V h and Qh respectively. Similarly 
let &h be the orthogonal projection of o- on T h in  [L2(f l ) ]  4. Then from Ciarlet [17, Theorem 3.1.6, 
p. 124], 
I[o- o- I Io,~+h~ll o - -~h _ch~l lo - I I~,  VK~T h, (4.6) 
and on 
IIo- - ~hll0,~ + h IIo- - ~hiI,,~ <- Ch~llo-II~,~ (4.7) 
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For the internal boundaries we have 
110---0--h 211o,og <-C (hK 1110" --a-h HO,K2 + hg ]10- -5"hll~,g) , (4.8) 
shown in [25, p. 35, with fl = 2]. Using (4.6), summing over all K, and defining I~h :---- {(.JOK, 
K E Th}, i.e., all boundaries including internal, yields 
1i0-- a~H0,r~ -< ch~/ : l l~ l l~ ,~ • (4.9) 
Also let -h be the orthogonal projection of Pa on Z h. Then from a similar argument to the one Pa 
given in [1, p. 41], 
h * Itpo - ~o11= -- Ch I l p . l l~ /~, r  • (4.1o) 
Finally, let M -- max{ll0-lle,a, Ilu]13,~, Ilpll2,~, Ilp~lh/2,r}- If (5~ h, ~-1 h) E Dh(0-, u) then we must 
impose the condition Ch2M < C*h or 
C* 
O<h<ho=MC.  
The exact solution of Problem (O) satisfies the following problem: 
A~ ((~, u), (~h, vh)) + ~B (u,~, rh) = 2a (p, V.  v% 
$ 
+2~ ~ (p., v~.~j)~ - ~ (go(o-, Vu) , .% + 2~ (f, v")~, (4.11) 
j= l  
for all (7-h,v h) C T h × V h. Subtracting (4.3) from (4.11) yields 
= ~B (Ul~, 0-, ~)  - ~ (~, 0-, ~") + 2~(p, v .  ~% (4.12) $ 
j~ l  
Define 
ch := U h _ fih, (4.13) 
¢" := 0-~ - a~. (4.14) 
Adding and subtracting ~h, fih to ~ -- 0-h and u - u h, respectively, and letting T h ~-- ~)h 3~11d 
v h = ch gives 
A, ((¢", ~"), (¢h, 0~))+ ~ (u~,¢~,¢ ") 
= [~ (u, 0-, ~)  _ ~ (u~, 0-,~h)] 
-~ (go(o-, vu) - go (0-~, Wl~), ¢% 
8 
Pa,  " n J ) r j  
j= l  
(4.15) 
Let (0-h,u h) E Du. We must now choose M and h0 so that h h (0" 2 , U 2) E Dh thus proving 
(~(Dh) C Dh, Vh < ho. Since/~(., .) is "quasi"-coercive, 
(u h, o-h, 0-~) = 
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[11, equation (4.4)], we have 
A~ ((¢h, ~h), (¢h, Ch)) + AD (Ult Cs, Cs) 
h 2 h 2 A h - 2 (4.16) >-11¢ lio,.+4~(1-~)Ilv(~ )Jlo,. +~<<(¢s)+_(¢ ) )>s,.~, 
Our task now is to bound all six terms of the right-hand side of (4.15). The bounds for all terms, 
except for the one that involves the normal total stress component, are small modifications of 
those found in [11, equations (4.12)-(4.16)o] and we list them here without proof, 
AB (u ,~,¢  s) - AB (u~,a,¢h)  < CAC, h N¢%,n  ' (4.17a) 
IA (g~(a, Vu) - ga (a h, Vuh), cS>e[ _< CA (MC* + (C*) 2 h IlchIIo,n , (4.17b) 
I<P - 15h' V '  ~h>n [ <_ CMh 2 1123 (~bs) I[o,a, (4.17c) 
]Ao ((~ -o  h, u -  ~h), (¢h, ~h)) <_ CMh~ (11¢h11~0,~ + [iV (~h)II~o,~) 
1/2, 
(a.17d) 
lAD (u#,~- oh,¢ s) <_ c (C*h~/= + hM) h*l=AMII¢"Ilo,. 
+ CMC*h2A II¢~IIo,~ (4.17e) 
h + 
where ~(M, h) = (M + MA + Mh 3/2 + ChU2) U2. An easy calculation shows 
S 
_< CMh IIz~ (</<)llos,. 
Amassing equations (4.15)-(4.17) and setting 5 = V~I  - a) furnishes 
h + I!¢11o,<, + 2<~ ilv (<~)11o,<, + ; ' :  ( ( (¢) -  - (¢  ) )s,<,,~ 
< 2(~C + C)Mh26 -~ + 2aCMh + 2CAMC*h (4.18) 
+2CAMh 2 + 2CAM2h 3/2 + 2CA1/2~(M, h)Mh 3/2. 
Given a C* we choose Co and h0 so that when h < ho and M < Co the right-hand side of (4.18) 
is less than 6C*h. Adding and subtracting &u and fih yields 
u h 
I 1 " -  <411o,~ + 2~ I Iv (u ) -  v(~)  Ilos, 
<- I1~' -~ - <, IIo,~ + 2~ IIv(u) - v (,:,s) IIo,~ , + IlcSllos, + 2~ II v (¢s) Ilos , (4.19) 
_ C(1 + 2~)MD 2 +bC*h < 25C*h. 
Thus, ~(Dh) C Dh. Now Brouwer's fixed point theorem establishes the existence of the pair 
(a h, u s) E T h x V h satisfying inequality (4.2a). 
Finally we need to prove inequality (4.2b). Since the spaces X h, QU, and Z h satisfy the discrete 
inf-sup condition, there exist ph and ph, such that 
<~s,v (v s) >~ + 2(1 -~)<~ ( .s ) ,v  (v ~) >~ 
- <ph, v.  v s) >~ - ~ <p~,, ~ • ~.>~ = <f, vS>~, (4.2o) 
j=l 
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for all v E X h. Clearly the continuous olution (a, u,p, p~) satisfies 
<a,7) (v h) >~ + 2(1 - a) <7)(u), 7) (v h) }n 
$ 
- <p, v .  v ~) >~ - ~ <p., v~ • .~>i. = <f, vh>~, 
d=l 
(4.21) 
for all v E X h. Subtracting (4.20) from (4.21) yields 
<~, -~h,  7)(v ~) >~ + 20 --)<7) (u -  u ") ,~ (~)>~ 
8 
-<p-p~,v  vh)>~+Z<.~-  " " _ . pa ,V .nd>r  ~, 
j= l  
(4.22) 
for all v C X h. Adding and subtracting/~h and ~h yields 
8 
(¢  - p", v .  v")>~ + ~ <z~ - p",,,," • n j )~  
j----1 
= <~h _ p, v .  v h) >~ + ~ <~". - po, vh • ~j>r~ 
d=l 
+ (er - ah,7) (v h) }~ + 2(1 - a) (7) (u - u h) ,7) (v h) )n '  
(4.23) 
for all v C X h. Using the discrete inf-sup condition once again yields 
_< ch%H2,~ + ch3/%.ii3/2,r + [i ~ -~hil0, ~ + ]17)(u- u h) I[0,~ 
<_ Ch, 
(4.24) 
which finishes the proof. i 
5. REMARKS 
The error bounds (4.2) are less accurate than the ones given in [11], suggesting that the accuracy 
suffers from the introduction of the normal total stress component as an unknown. Since we are 
approximating the normal total stress component with piecewise constants, liP- -h • --  P . l l r  = O(h) ,  
which is the dominant erm in our error estimates. 
Finally, as noted in [11], the map ~, introduced in Theorem 4.1, has some Lipschitz properties. 
These properties allow for uniqueness of the discrete solution, see [27]. 
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